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Water Bottle 
Airplane cabins tend to get dry and can leave you feeling parched. Stay hydrated by filling up 
your water bottle at a drinking fountain, after you’re through security.

Chewing Gum
Gum’s always a good idea. Not only is it an instant breath freshener, but it also doubles as way 
to help regulate popping ears.

Sweet Stash
You can’t rely on the airline to fill you up! Stash away a granola bar to keep your cravings at bay.

Compact Camera
You’re probably thinking: my smartphone already has a camera! Yes, but you’ll still want a small 
camera on hand to capture amazing moments even after your phone’s battery loses juice.

Tablet Time
Don’t miss a moment of free time. Load up your tablet with tons of reading materials, from 
books to magazines, and enjoy catching up on everything you’ve been meaning to get to.

Smartphone
Your smartphone goes wherever you go, right? Load the perfect apps, from games to itinerary 
tips, or just listen to all that music you have loaded on it.

Headphones
Whether it’s to find your inner “om” to simply drown out the sounds of a crying baby, carry a 
good set of headphones with you at all times.

Light Sweater 
Make travel a breeze—and keep out cool chills—with a light sweater. It can even double as a neck roll! 

Fashionable Flats
Connect from flight to flight in comfort. Whether roaming the city streets or running through the 
airport to catch your plane, give your feet a soft place to land. 

Jewelry
Even if your wardrobe is basic black, choosing a few versatile jewelry pieces can really help 
dress up any outfit.

Travel Makeup
Want to make the most of your makeup? Find a compact that works double duty with colors 
perfect for both blush and eye shadow.

Hairbrushes + Hair Ties
To look runway ready for your arrival, keep a hairbrush handy. That way, you’ll be able to quickly 
smooth flyaways and lock down your look. 

Pen/Notebook
For ideas that come to you at 30,000 feet, keep a pen and notebook handy. Or, just doodle. 
You can always doodle.

Passport/ID/Ticket Holder
Protect all of your important travel documents with durable accessories created to do just that.

Tag It
And just like you tag your social media pics, don’t forget to tag your luggage! 

Carry On with Perfectly Packed Luggage!
It’s no lie—traveling can be tough on even the most seasoned of travelers. From trying to get to the right gate 
to ensuring you have your boarding pass out and ready, it’s no wonder traveling can take a toll on our sanity.
But fret not—here’s the stuff you need to get you going and keep you traveling happily.

Up your travel game with the new Cork Collection by DiVOGA®. In stores for a limited time only.


